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Dear friend,
 
Welcome to the ESA NSW Branch newsletter for September 2022.

From our President

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the NSW Branch of the Economics Society will be held on 27 September, and I
encourage all members to consider standing for the Committee. Nomination details can be found here.
Hopefully, over the past year you've had a chance to read the profiles of current Committee members and learn what has
driven them to be an active part of the Society, supporting our members through a range of events and initiatives. The
final two profiles of the current Committee, Johnathan McMenamin and Kar Mei Tang, can be seen below.

It's been an amazing year for the NSW ESA, since the last AGM. Despite the constraints of Covid, we have continued to
offer an great range of speakers via online webinars. In more recent months, in person events have returned, including
the ever-popular Cost Benefit Analysis Forum and the Emerging Economist  Series. We're also reaching into the regions,
with events coming up in Newcastle and Wollongong. In addition, we are working hard to support and engage with
economics students to ensure the professional pipeline - so crucial to good policy making - remains healthy.

None of these things can happen without a strong Committee and we are always looking to welcome new faces.

It has been an honour to represent the Society in NSW over the past year, and I'm sure your next committee will bring you
an action packed year ahead.
 
Warm wishes,
Nicki Hutley (she/her)
President

If you have any questions, suggestions and/or are interested in getting involved with the committee, please reach out to
president@easnsw.org.au
  

Councillor Profile 

Johnathan McMenamin, Councillor

How long have you been on the NSW ESA Council and what is your role?

I’ve been part of the NSW council since February this year. As a new member I’m keen to see where I can add value to
our existing direction and where I can introduce new ways of doing things, in particular bring to the council new events
with keynote speakers.

Why is the ESA important to you?

The ESA plays a really important role in bringing to a public forum the many different aspects of the economics
profession. There are not only many different fields within the economics profession, but no two economists will give you
the same answer to a complex problem. The ESA is in a unique position to bring these many points of view together to
improve the public policy debate among our diverse group of members – students, academics, public servants and
private sector economists.

How has studying economics influenced your career?

Ever since studying economics in school I have had an economics bug, because there is so much to learn, from the
technical to what we know about human behaviour. I am fortunate enough to work in a role where I utilise my economics
training on a daily basis, without studying economics I wouldn’t be where I am today professionally and I probably would
not have the same passion for the work I do.

What's your favourite hobby (outside being involved in the ESA!)?

I have many hobbies outside work, I tend to pack my weekends with all sorts of activities – brewing beer, scuba diving,
snorkelling, cycling, working in the garden and importantly hanging out with my friends as often as possible.

Kar Mei Tang, Councillor

How long have you been on the NSW ESA Council and what is your role?

I've been on the Council for a couple of years now, since I took up the role of Chair of Women in Economics NSW which has
an ex officio position on the Council.

Why is the ESA important to you? 
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Economics plays such a pivotal role in both public and private decision making. It's not just about interest rates and financial
markets. It also informs how we plan and act on fundamental issues like climate change, social issues, and health and well-
being. It's important for Australia to have both diversity and depth in economic thought and leadership, and I believe the
ESA is in a great position to help foster that. 

How has studying economics influenced your career? 

It's allowed me to apply these skills for public good. It's been tremendously useful working in different roles ranging from
policy development to sustainability and now in my role promoting responsible investment practices among long term
investors.
 
What's your favourite hobby (outside being involved in the ESA!)? 

Trying to improve my tennis game is a (very) long term goal!
 

News

CBA Forum
 
For those who attended the CBA Forum in July, the recordings may now be viewed on our website. You will need to log in
to access, and the recordings can be found in the Members' Area under My Documents. Please let us know here if you
have any problems with access.

Emerging Economist Series

Kaixin Owyong, Assistant Director, Commonwealth Treasury, had the honour of interviewing
Glenn Stevens AC (Chair, Macquarie Group and former RBA Governor) at our first event of the
2022 Emerging Economist Series.

It was a thoughtful and candid conversation, where Glenn shared his views on his career, the
profession and economic policymaking. It was very interesting to hear Glenn’s views on steering
the economy through the GFC and communicating monetary policy. The importance of humility
came through - recognising economics and its models have limits, even as we use its "simple
ideas" to navigate an uncertain world.

Thanks to Glenn Stevens for his time and the Reserve Bank of Australia for hosting. A great way
to kick-start the return of ESA's high quality events!

Series subscribers should note that there has been a slight change to the timing of the program - the new date for lunch
with Melinda Cliento is now Friday 17 November.  Below is a reminder of the program.

24 October    Dr Cassandra Goldie, CEO, Australian Council of Social Service

2 November The Hon. Wayne Swan, National President of the Labor Party, former Deputy PM and Treasurer

17 November Melinda Cliento, CEO, CEDA

Central Council Executive, 2022-2025

Following the Central Council meeting held at ACE 2022, we are pleased to confirm that Catherine de Fontenay was
elected unopposed as President; Russell Ross was re-elected unopposed as Secretary; and following a secret
ballot, Benedict Davies was re-elected (with 100% of the votes cast) as Treasurer.

Central Council would like to acknowledge and thank outgoing President Danielle Wood for her enormous contribution
to the Society.  You can read more about Central Council's Executive here.

Is education or immigration the answer to our skills shortage? We asked 50 economists

Wes Mountain/The Conversation, CC BY-ND

Peter Martin, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University

This article is part of The Conversation’s series looking at Labor’s jobs summit. Read the other articles in the series
here.

Investing in Australians’ education is far more important than immigration in resolving the nation’s skills shortages,
according to leading economists surveyed in the lead-up to this week’s jobs and skills summit.

The 50 top Australian economists polled by the Economic Society of Australia and The Conversation are recognised by
their peers as leaders in their fields, including economic modelling, labour markets and public policy.

Asked to select from a list of topics to be discussed at the summit, and which offered the most promise of delivering
better outcomes, two-thirds picked “education and skills”. Only one-third picked “migration policy”.
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Responses from 50 economists to the question:
"Which of these areas likely to be discussed at the summit
provide the most fruitful opportunities for changes in
government policy to deliver better outcomes for
Australians?"  
(Choose up to 3)

Source: Economic Society of Australia/The Conversation

The biggest concerns among those who picked “education and skills” relate to school and vocational education.

The Australian National University’s Bruce Chapman, who designed Australia’s higher education loans scheme (HECS)
in the late 1980s, described funding for vocational education as a “mess”.
Vocational training is a “mess”
“There are up-front fees alongside no-charge regimes, both of which are poor and inequitable,” Chapman said. “A small
number of courses offer income-contingent loans along the lines of the university scheme, but most do not.”

Universities have income-contingent loans that don’t require payments until the recipient’s income climbs above
A$48,361.

If applied to all vocational education courses (including TAFE courses), it would allow reasonable charges and protect
students from hardships and default.

“Governments should have been aware of this for the 34 years that HECS has existed, but have shown no leadership in
the area,” Chapman said.
High school outcomes remain poor
Saul Eslake said all levels of Australian education – from primary school, up to vocational education and universities –
are “failing to equip Australians with the skills required for the jobs of both today and the future”.

Among the many causes of that failure were inequities in how education funding is distributed, which have led to
sustained gaps between Australia’s high and low socio-economic students’ results.

Paul Frijters suggested levelling the playing field between private and public schools by ditching subsidies to private
schools, banning mobile phones in schools, and allowing children with low grades to repeat years instead of setting
standards so low they were generally promoted.

Almost half of those surveyed wanted measures to promote productivity. Julie Toth, formerly with the Australian Industry
Group and now with the digital property settlement company PEXA, suggested shifting governments’ focus away from
“creating local jobs” to automating tasks wherever possible.

“We should be aiming to reduce the need for lower-skill and lower-value tasks and jobs, rather than simply seeking
more bodies to do them,” she said.
Full working rights for refugees
Of those who nominated “migration policy” as a priority, two warned against using more migration to fix skills shortages.
Labour market economist Sue Richardson said she knew of no evidence that migration increased either productivity or
the living standards of pre-existing Australians.

“It does increase aggregate gross domestic product,” she said. “But that is just because the population is bigger”. It
enabled Australia to avoid a close examination of why it did not generate the skills it needed itself.

Margaret Nowak of Curtin University pointed to the absurdity of not giving refugees and those awaiting determination an
unfettered right to work. She said it would be an “easy early win”.

“We already have in this country a ready and willing supply of labour,” Nowak said. “We should get rid of the paranoia
and ideology inherent in the current administration of the policy and welcome our resident refugees into full participation
and education rights.”

Many economists also nominated workforce participation, care jobs and equal pay for women as key priorities for the
summit.
Calibrating care
Several, including RMIT University’s Leonora Risse, called for more accurate measurement of the benefits generated by
the care sector, “in the same way as we compute the cost/benefit dividend of government investments in other
infrastructure”.
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Risse said a proper measure of the economy-wide value of the care sector could be factored into the budget, and used
to provide a mechanism to lift the wages and status of care workers.

Macquarie University’s Lisa Magnani said the pandemic had shown Australia has a crisis of care work “manifested in
the shortage of teachers, in overworked hospital workers, in exhausted parents”. Traditional measures of labour
productivity failed to capture the impact of care jobs on wellbeing, as well as their economic value.

Alison Preston of Macquarie University said health care and social assistance had become Australia’s biggest
employing industry, eclipsing, retail and construction.

Specific measures to assist the health care and social assistance sector’s 76% female workforce included extending
parental leave, minimising the need to hold multiple jobs, and setting and monitoring employment standards.

One of the 50 surveyed economists nominated a summit priority that was not on the proffered list. John Quiggin of the
University of Queensland nominated “full employment”, which he thought had been the original idea for the summit.

Regardless of the present state of the labour market it was important to renew to full employment in the 1945
Employment White Paper, and to consider measures along the lines of the proposed Green New Deal in the United
States.

Detailed responses:

Adrian Blundell-Wignall
The University of Sydney

+

Alison Booth
Australian National University

+

Markus Brueckner
Australian National University

+

Matthew Butlin
+

Lisa Cameron
Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research

+

F b i i C i i
Peter Martin, Visiting Fellow, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original article.

'It’s important not to overreact’: Australia’s top economists on how to fix high inflation

Wes Mountain/The Conversation, CC BY-ND

Peter Martin, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University

Australia’s top economists are divided about how to tackle ballooning inflation of 6.1% that’s forecast to climb
to a three-decade high of 7.75% by the end of the year.

Three of the 48 leading economists surveyed by the Economic Society of Australia and The Conversation say
Australia should be able to tolerate an inflation rate of 8% or higher.

Seven expect inflation to fall back to an acceptable level without the need for any further action other than
Reserve Bank adjustments to interest rates.

That view was lent weight by news from the United States last week that annual inflation slid from 9.1% to 8.5%
in July, after inflation of zero over the month.
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Five decades of Australian inflation
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Asked how high an inflation rate Australia should be prepared to tolerate, most nominated a rate at the top of or
above the Reserve Bank’s 2-3% target band.

Twelve nominated a rate well above the target band.

Ten said the step-up in inflation was primarily caused by events overseas not within Australia’s power to
control.

The economists polled are recognised as leaders in their fields, including economic modelling and public
policy. Among them are former Reserve Bank, Treasury and OECD officials, and a former member of the

Reserve Bank board.

Responses from 48 economists to the question:
How high an inflation rate should Australia be prepared to tolerate?
Hover or tap for individual responses.

Source: Economic Society of Australia/The Conversation

Beyond rate rises, what could be done?
There are three kinds of actions governments can take to bring consumer price inflation down

actions that suppress consumer spending (“demand”)

actions that boost the supply of goods and services (“supply”)

actions that directly restrain prices

Invited to choose from a menu of options, and add options to the menu, the panel placed slightly greater weight on
measures to restrain demand than measures to boost supply, and greater weight on both than measures to directly
restrain prices.

The most popular measure, backed by 37% of those surveyed, was winding back government spending. Almost as
popular, backed by 33%, was a super-profits tax on fossil fuel producers, with the proceeds used to reduce cost of
services.
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Responses from 48 economists to the question:
The Reserve Bank has been li�ing its cash rate in an attempt to bring the
inflation rate down. What other actions could authorities take to bring the
inflation rate down?  
(Choose as many as needed)

Source: Economic Society of Australia/The Conversation • Note: Only measures supported by two or more of those
surveyed graphed.

Another tax measure – increased income taxes with the proceeds used to reduce cost of services – was backed by
17%. Two of those surveyed wanted to abandon the legislated Stage 3 tax cuts for higher earners due to take effect in
2024.

But several of those who advocated winding back government spending or boosting tax did so without enthusiasm,
believing that while the government should be prepared to assist the Reserve Bank in suppressing consumer demand,
suppressing demand wouldn’t tackle the main reasons prices were climbing.
The risks of doing too much
The Australian National University’s Robert Breunig said much of the inflationary pressure had come from things such
as oil prices that were beyond the power of Australians to influence, making it “important not to overreact”.

Melbourne University banking specialist Kevin Davis said what appeared to be high inflation might actually mainly be a
series of short-term supply-induced price rises, making it hard to see how choking demand could do much good.

Australia’s current ultra-low unemployment rate was an achievement that should be celebrated, rather than put at risk
without a good reason.

If high inflation did stay for a while and spread to wages, a welcome side effect would be more affordable housing.

Curtin University macroeconomist Harry Bloch made the point that while measures to suppress demand in Europe and
the United States would indeed have an impact on global energy and food prices, that wasn’t true of measures to
suppress demand in Australia, which is too small to influence global prices.

Consulting economist Rana Roy disagreed, saying the fact that high inflation wasn’t primarily caused by excess demand
was no reason not to treat it by containing demand. Whatever the cause, containing demand would contain inflation.

Mala Raghavan from the University of Tasmania and Leonora Risse from RMIT University suggested winding back or
delaying spending in two areas where it was clear the government was contributing to domestically-driven higher prices:
subsidies for, and spending on, construction and infrastructure.
Withholding gas, boosting immigration
The most popular ideas for boosting the supply of goods and services to take pressure off inflation were reserving a
portion of Australian gas and other commodities for domestic use, and boosting immigration, supported by 33% and
29% of the economists surveyed.

Most popular ideas for boosting supply

Source: Economic Society of Australia/The Conversation
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Reserving a portion of Australian east coast gas for use in Australia would help decouple Australia’s east coast gas
prices from sky-high international prices as has happened in Western Australia, which reserves 15% of its gas for
domestic use.

Boosting immigration would take pressure off costs by easing labour shortages.

Federation University’s Margaret McKenzie suggested investigating blockages in supply chains and offering diplomatic
and industry support to bust them.
Subsidising childcare, subsidising fuel
The most popular idea for directly restraining prices was increased subsidies for childcare, supported by 25% of the
economists surveyed, several of whom suggested it could also boost the supply of workers who had previously been
prevented from working by unaffordable childcare.

Most popular ideas for directly restraining prices

Source: Economic Society of Australia/The Conversation

Other ideas that would directly restrain some prices included pushing for below-inflation wage rises in the Fair Work
Commission and extending the six-month cut in fuel excise due to expire in September.

Former Reserve Bank board member Warwick McKibbin warned against pursuing low inflation for its own sake, saying
when the economy was weak or in recession a high rate of inflation could be more easily justified than at other times.

He said the Reserve Bank should stop targeting inflation and instead target the rate of growth in national spending, an
idea he will be putting to the independent review of its operations.

Detailed responses:

Peter Abelson
Applied Economics

+

Garry Barrett
The University of Sydney

+

Harry Bloch
Curtin University

+

Adrian Blundell-Wignall
The University of Sydney

+

Robert Breunig
Crawford School of Public Policy, ANU

+

M k B k
Peter Martin, Visiting Fellow, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original article.

Vale Professor Geoffrey Brennan

It is with great sadness that we report the passing of Professor Geoffrey Brennan.
Professor Rae Frances, Dean and Professor of History, College of Arts and Social Sciences, The Australian National
University wrote the following tribute.

Geoffrey Brennan was an outstanding scholar, who did ground-breaking work in economics and philosophy and at their
intersection and played a major role in the development of PPE as a global interdisciplinary research program. Originally
trained as an economist, his early work was focused on issues of public finance. From 1976-1983 he was Professor in
the Public Choice Center at Virginia Tech, where he worked extensively with (1987) Nobel Laureate James Buchanan,
co-authoring two important books (The Power to Tax (CUP 1980) and The Reason of Rules (CUP 1985)), and a dozen
articles. He returned to the ANU in 1984 where he began to engage and collaborate increasingly with philosophers. In
his work on democratic theory with Loren Lomasky, Democracy and Decision (CUP 1993), voters were depicted as
motivated by "expressive" concerns rather than rent-seeking ones and, in his book with Philip Pettit The Economy of
Esteem (OUP 2004), as seeking the good opinion of others rather than their purses. That strand of his work continued
in Explaining Norms (OUP 2013), with Lina Eriksson, Bob Goodin and Nic Southwood, which formed the basis for the
account of social norms in the World Bank's 2015 World Development Report. Both books underway at the time of his
death, and which will be completed by collaborators Hartmut Kliemt and Geoff Sayre-McCord, are at the intersection of
philosophy and economics. In addition to all the books already mentioned, Geoff was also a prolific contributor to
journals across the three PPE disciplines:  the American Economic Review, the Economic
Journal, Econometrica, Oxford Economic Papers, Public Finance and Public Choice in economics; the British Journal of
Political Science and Politics, Philosophy and Economics in politics; and Ethics, The Monist the Journal of Political
Philosophy, the Journal of Applied Philosophy and Social Philosophy and Policy in philosophy.
Geoff received numerous awards and accolades throughout his career. He was made a Fellow of the Australian Academy
of Social Sciences in 1987; and received an Honorary Doctorate from the University of St Gallen in Switzerland in 2002.
He received the 2013 Annual Distinguished Fellow Award from the Australian Economics Society and the 2014 annual
Hayek medal awarded by the German Hayek Society. In 2016, he gave the Brian Barry Memorial Lecture (the LSE's
premier lecture in political science). He was President of the international Public Choice Society (the only non-American
to hold that office); and has been an editor of several journals including Economics and Philosophy and the
Australian Economic Record.
Geoff described himself as very much an ANU product. He did his undergraduate and graduate degrees here; and was a
member of ANU academic staff for over forty years (from 1968 until 1978 and again from 1984 until his retirement in
2016), serving as RSSS Director from 1991-6.
Geoff will be remembered by his numerous friends and colleagues at ANU and indeed throughout the world, not only for
his outstanding scholarly contributions, but also as an inspiring and joyful collaborator and interlocutor, and as an
extraordinarily warm, generous, outgoing, and kind person.
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Upcoming Events

Women in Economics Upcoming Event: Gender Responsive Policymaking and Budgeting

The value of placing a “gender lens” on economic policy and budget design is gaining stronger attention in the Australian
policy environment.
In recognition of the growing interest in Gender Responsive Budgeting at the Federal Government level and among
various State Governments in Australia, the Women in Economics Network has organised a two-part online event on the
purpose and practice of Gender Responsive Budgeting.  
All members and supporters of the Economic Society of Australia (ESA) and Women in Economics Network (WEN) are
warmly invited to this second online webinar, organised by the New South Wales Branch of WEN.
This second webinar will focus on the need for gender mainstreaming and explore how Australia compares with other
countries on gender equality, how to design gender responsive legislation, policies and budgets in the Australian context
and the institutional reforms required to see greater progress in gender equality.   
Join our panelists to hear about their perspectives on gender responsive legislating, policymaking and budgeting and the
importance of mainstreaming gender impact assessments.
Details
Date: Thursday, 8 September 2022
Time: 1.00pm until 2.00pm AEST
Venue: Via Zoom - Register Below
Cost: Free of Charge
A recording of the first event in the series can be viewed here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlTqLr99-gE&t=393
Meet our Panellists 
Dr Leonora Risse, RMIT University and WEN

Dr Risse is an economist who specialises in gender equality. Her research focuses on
understanding gender differentials in the workforce and identifying evidence-based ways to
close these gender gaps. Her research experience extends to issues of wellbeing and
disadvantage, labour economics, demographic economics, and economic psychology. She is
a Research Fellow with the Women’s Leadership Institute Australia, and recently spent time in
residence at Harvard University as a Research Fellow with the Women and Public Policy
Program. She is a Senior Lecturer in Economics at RMI, is a co-founder of the Women in
Economics Network (WEN) in Australia and currently serves as the WEN National Chair.

Dr Ramona Vijeyarasa, UTS
Dr Vijeyarasa is the architect behind the Gender Legislative Index, the first comprehensive IT-
based tool to make legislation work more effectively to improve women's lives. Her work
innovatively combines law, engineering, and data science to reinvigorate decades-long
debates about the law's role in addressing gender inequality. A Senior Lecturer in the Faculty
of Law at the University of Technology Sydney, Dr Vijeyarasa’s research is informed by a
decade working in civil society. She was the 2020-2022 Women's Leadership Institute
Australia Research Fellow, a Runner-up in the 2021 Letten Prize, and has research grants
and awards from New York University, the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia, and
the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. She recently welcomed the release of
her latest book, The Woman President.

Mr Nick Wood, NSW Treasury
Mr Wood is the Director of Long-Term Modelling at NSW Treasury and supports policy
development and economic and budget management through data-based research and
analysis. Together with his team, he recently released a paper on Women’s economic
opportunities in the NSW labour market and the impact of early childhood education and care.
This paper brings together research on the drivers of unequal economic outcomes between
women and men, and uses this to develop a modelling framework which is then used to
assess the impact of the NSW and Commonwealth Government's transformational reforms to
early childhood education and care. This paper is one of the key outputs of the NSW Women’s
Economic Opportunities Review, with the broader range of materials and outcomes also
released alongside the NSW Budget this year. 

Moderator: Chirine Dada, Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)
Chirine is an economist and public policy strategist, with over 14 years’ experience in senior
advisory positions across economic regulation and economic policy, including at the
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW and in the NSW Government. She has
led the end-to-end delivery of complex and sensitive economic reforms across a range of
policy portfolios in the NSW Government, including the introduction of a contestable market in
the vocational education sector; economic assessments of innovative debt and equity
products for businesses seeking capital raising in future job creation industries, and setting
efficient water prices for customers in regional New South Wales during a period of
drought. Chirine is a natural advocate, a mentor to junior professionals, and a former fellow of
Senate at the University of Sydney.

Registration and Joining this Webinar
To register please book online below. The link to join this webinar will be included in your auto-generated invoice email -
please look out for this and keep it safe until the webinar is due to be broadcast. Note, these emails sometimes get
caught in spam folders. The timing of this event is AEST  (Sydney/Canberra/Melbourne).

ESA NSW Branch - AGM 2022

Notice of Annual General Meeting 
Notice is hereby given of the next Annual General Meeting of the Economic Society of Australia (NSW) 
Details 
Date:  Tuesday 27 September 2022
Time:  From 6.00 till 7.00 pm
Register:  By Friday 23 September 2022
Nominations:      To be received by Tuesday 20 September 2022
Location  Online only - Zoom Link will be sent to you in advance of the meeting
If you would like to attend, please register below. 

Nominations for Council Positions

All positions on Council will be declared vacant. To nominate you must be a financial member and so must your
nominators. Nominations for Council positions are due by Tuesday 20 September 2022.
To nominate:
Click here to download the Nomination Form.
Alternatively, you may nominate without a form by simply e-mailing the administrator with the following:

State your name, contact details (address, email and contact number) and position you would like to be nominated for, and
copy in at least one other ESA (NSW) financial member (the supporter of your nomination). The person(s) supporting your
nomination will be required to follow up with a separate email endorsing your nomination.  Please also disclose any possible
conflicts of interest, including employer and role and other professional affiliation.
Include the following text in your email:

 
I would like to be nominated for a vacant position on the Economic Society of Australia (NSW Branch) Council for 2022-23. I
am a financial member of the Society and I have read and agreed to the Council’s Governance Statement (available on the
‘Governance’ section of the website). 

Complete the nomination form and send to the administrator.  Nomination forms must be received by Tuesday 20
September.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlTqLr99-gE%26t=393s
https://esansw.org.au/407/images/NominationformAGM2022.pdf
mailto:membership@esansw.org.au
https://esansw.org.au/407/images/ESA-NSW-Governance-Statement.pdf
mailto:membership@esansw.org.au


If you wish to attend the AGM you will need to register and the Zoom Link will be sent to you in advance of the
meeting.
 
 
 

Please also keep an eye out for webinar events from other ESA Branches. The Central Council Upcoming Events page
has further information.

Partner Events

ABE Lunch with Dr Philip Lowe: Economic outlook and monetary policy

The Anika Foundation and Australian Business Economists
are pleased to present a lunch in support of The Anika Foundation with a briefing by
 
Dr Philip Lowe, Governor, Reserve Bank of Australia
Economic outlook and monetary policy
 
Date: Thursday 08 September 2022
Time: 12 noon for 12:30 pm (Concludes 2:00 pm)
Venue: Hyde Park Ballroom, Doltone House, 181 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
Lunch includes two courses and beverages
Donation: $2500 tables of ten guests each, $250 individual seats
Donations are tax deductible and GST-free
Governor Lowe has agreed to take questions from the floor.
NAB is hosting this lunch by way of generous support for The Anika Foundation.
 
We offer an on-line booking and payment facility
To book on-line, please go here
Please direct enquiries to info@abe.org.au or 0419 256 399

The Anika Foundation was established in 2005 to raise funds for in support of research into adolescent depression and
suicide, which have become amongst the most significant (but least well considered) medical and social problems of our
time. The Anika Foundation is governed by a Board comprising Dr Adrian Blundell-Wignall (Chair), Dr Philip Lowe, Mr
Glenn Stevens, Ms Michelle Tye, Mr Crispin Murray, Mr Paul Brennan, Professor Philip Mitchell, Ms Danae Blundell-
Wignall, Mr Tate Dogan. Funds are raised for an endowment that is invested by professional fund managers working on a
completely voluntary basis. Income from the fund is used to support academic research and community and school
initiatives in the area of adolescent depression and suicide. The Anika Foundation provides an opportunity for corporate
Australia to make a difference in an area that affects at least one in four families. All donations are tax deductible. For
more information, please visit anikafoundation.com The Trustee for the Anika Trust is a Deductible Gift Recipient. ABN:
48961479647
 
Dr Philip Lowe
Philip Lowe is Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia. Dr Lowe holds a PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a B.Comm (Honours) in Economics/Econometrics from the University of New South Wales. He has
authored numerous papers, including on the linkages between monetary policy and financial stability. He commenced as
Governor in September 2016. He is Chair of the Reserve Bank Board and Payments System Board, and Chair of the
Council of Financial Regulators. He also serves on the FSB Steering Committee. Prior to his current role, he held the
positions of Deputy Governor, Assistant Governor (Economic) and Assistant Governor (Financial System). He also spent
two years with the Bank for International Settlements working on financial stability issues. Dr Lowe is Chair of the
Financial Markets Foundation for Children and a director of The Anika Foundation. Dr Lowe is a signatory to The Banking
and Finance Oath. 

17th Western Economic Association International Conference

Plan to join us!

17th International Conference
 Melbourne, Australia

 hosted by University of Melbourne
Present a Paper
Organize a Session
Chair a Session

Whether in-person or virtually, WEAI conferences bring together top economists from
around the world to discuss their latest research. Join the conversation and plan to
present a paper or organize a session! Virtual sessions will be held via Zoom on April
11th, with the in-person conference being held April 12-15 at the University of
Melbourne. Keynote addresses include David Card, Cecilia Rouse, and Richard
Blundell.

Learn more

Allied Societies Invited to Participate

Whether your group is long-established or part of an emerging specialty, WEAI can help bring your members together and
increase your visibility within the discipline. WEAI conferences regularly include participation by Allied Societies that
organize anywhere from just a few sessions to an entire conference including membership and board meetings. Click
below for more information. Questions? email sessions@weai.org.

Learn more

 
 

Let us know if you have any economics events you'd like us to share.

Reading and Listening
A reminder - you can catch up on ESA Central Council's National Webinar Program here and NSW branch webinars here.

Careers and Graduate Opportunities

Opportunities at DT Global

Deputy Secretary Treasury
Location: Yaren, Nauru

About Australian Aid and DT Global

Australia's development program invests in an open, prosperous and resilient Indo-Pacific. Australia’s efforts contribute
to stability, restarting economies post-pandemic, and managing the effects of resurgent poverty and inequality.

DT Global is an international development management contractor, working across a wide range of sectors and
technical areas in over 90 countries around the world. We are a part of the DT Global family, a network including a for-
profit company, a separate non-profit entity, and a charitable trust, all united behind one mission: to improve as many

https://esacentral.org.au/all-events
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/the-anika-foundation-with-dr-phil-lowe-governor-reserve-bank-of-australia-tickets-391424229407
http://anikafoundation.com/
http://www.anikafoundation.com/
https://t.e2ma.net/click/ocuq0e/waezho/c7hkvlb
mailto:sessions@weai.org
https://weai.org/view/become-an-allied-society
https://esacentral.org.au/content/1048/national-webinar-series
https://esansw.org.au/content/1150/webinar-recordings


lives as possible. DT Global launched in 2019, bringing together AECOM International Development’s Services Sector
and Development Transformations along with their legacy companies. The DT Global family has since expanded further
with the acquisition of IMC Worldwide in March 2022 and Cardno International Development in July 2022. Together, we
bring with us over 60 years of experience, relationships, and technical excellence to better transform lives around the
world on behalf of our partners, clients, and stakeholders.

About the Australia-Pacific Partnerships Platform

The Australia-Pacific Partnerships Platform is an Australian Government initiative funded by the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and managed by DT Global.

It provides Pacific Island Countries with a suite of flexible, fit-for-purpose options that support broad governance and
stability development outcomes.

About the Partner Organisation

The Ministry of Finance and Sustainable Development (MoF) is an important Government of Nauru agency, mandated
to oversee and coordinate the effective management of public finance and resources. The MoF’s mission is to ensure
that the financial resources of the Republic of Nauru are managed in accordance with the law and are utilised in an
efficient and effective manner.

The Treasury Division manages critical whole of government functions for the Government of Nauru, including fiscal
strategy, budget development and execution, the provision of quality financial information, and financial control and
payment functions. Treasury’s vision is to ensure the Government of Nauru’s public funds are managed in accordance
with the law, in a transparent way that supports accountability, equal treatment, risk mitigation and risk management for
the benefit of all Nauruans.

The Role

The Deputy Secretary Treasury is a key in-line Government of Nauru (GoN) position, with significant responsibility for
providing strategic advice and assistance to the GoN on a broad range of financial and budgetary matters.

This position has been filled by international appointees for a number of years. During this assignment, it is expected
that the Deputy Secretary makes significant efforts to enhance the capacity of Nauruan counterparts in order to reduce
reliance on international advisers.

Responsibilities and Placement Objectives

The Deputy Secretary Treasury will report to and be accountable to the Secretary for Finance and Sustainable
Development, Ministry of Finance, Government of Nauru.

Provide strategic advice and assistance to the GoN which contributes to effective and efficient management of public funds,
improved Treasury capacity and international standard of practice
Timely and effective preparation of national budget submissions, related budget documents and reports including,
management of day-to-day processing within Treasury.
Provide accurate and timely accounting information relating to the management of domestic and external financial
resources.
Payment systems
Create an internal audit capability within the Ministry of Finance that monitors and reviews management controls to ensure
the reliability and accuracy of financial information produced by Government
Provide capacity building for local counterparts in key areas of the operations of the Department of Finance.
Integration of cross-cutting issues into the Division

Click on the link or copy paste it to access the Candidate Information Pack, including the full Terms of Reference for this
position: https://bit.ly/3KBbUMz

About You

We are seeking candidates who can demonstrate a high degree of flexibility, resilience and adaptability and a
preparedness to work within limited resources in a challenging environment. This includes the ability to successfully
build and manage relationships with a broad range of stakeholders, including Government officials.

To be successful in this role, you will have bachelor level or post-graduate qualifications in economics, accounting,
finance or a related discipline with proven experience in senior executive roles, including senior level experience in a
developing country Government Treasury or Finance department.

You will be required to demonstrate a strong understanding of, and commitment to Gender Equality, Disability and
Social Inclusion (GEDSI), child protection and the Prevention of Sexual Exploitation Abuse and Harassment (PSEAH),
anti-corruption and other DFAT safeguarding policies.

The Partnerships Platform is committed to increasing the pool of Pacific Island expertise. Suitably qualified Pacific
Islanders are strongly encouraged to apply for this position.

Selection Criteria

Essential Personal Attributes
Strong interpersonal and communication skills including the ability to communicate complex issues to a wide range of
audiences and a good understanding of cultural sensitivities
High level analytical skills with the ability to demonstrate sound judgement and negotiate to achieve outcomes
Patience, flexibility, creative problem-solving skills, and a commitment to consultation

Essential Qualifications and Experience
Bachelor level degree or post-graduate tertiary qualifications in economics, accounting, finance, or a related discipline
Experience in senior executive roles, including senior-level experience in a developing country Government Treasury or
Finance department.
Experience in providing strategic advice to government ministers and associated stakeholders concerning financial issues.
Demonstrated experience in the preparation, monitoring and reporting of government budgets, including prioritising
government expenditure in environments displaying transparent and accountable public financial management.
Demonstrated experience of government accounting systems and related processes including experience in Financial
Management Information Systems and preparation of accounting reports, including annual financial statements.
A commitment to capacity development with experience in a range of different approaches, including conducting training,
mentoring, and the development of procedures and manuals.
An understanding of and commitment to incorporating cross cutting development issues such as gender, anti-corruption,
and disability.
Desirable Qualifications and Experience
Experience living and working in the Pacific region
A minimum of five years’ experience in managerial positions responsible for the management of human resources to
achieve organisation outcomes.

Other information

Please note that due to COVID-19 travel restrictions this position is classified as unaccompanied. Applicants will be
required to reside in Nauru and fly in/fly out arrangements will not be considered. Applicants will need to undergo
psychometric and medical screening prior to deployment. Housing, mobilisation, and demobilisation airfares will be
provided as part of the overall remuneration package.

HOW TO APPLY

We welcome your interest in joining the Australia-Pacific Partnerships Platform as an Adviser. Please ensure you review
the Candidate Information Pack before applying (copy and paste into your browser): https://bit.ly/3cyL0Zi

Applications must be submitted by 11:59 pm AEST, Sunday 11 September

Apply Here

Please click the 'Apply Now' button.

Please submit
1) Your CV
2) A cover letter addressing the selection criteria (no more than 250 words per criterion)

Kindly note that applications that do not include a cover letter addressing the key selection criteria will not be
considered.

We welcome and encourage applications from people of all backgrounds and abilities, LGBTQIA+, women, mature age
workers and people with different abilities.

https://bit.ly/3KBbUMz
https://bit.ly/3cyL0Zi
https://phf.tbe.taleo.net/phf03/ats/careers/v2/viewRequisition?org=URSAUS%26cws=39%26rid=1417


We are happy to make adjustments during the recruitment process for people with a disability. Please contact our
recruitment team via email at recruitment@auspacpartnerships.com.au to discuss how we can support you.

Should this role be of interest, we encourage you to apply as soon as possible. Kindly note only shortlisted applicants
will be contacted.

DT Global is committed to child protection and safeguarding the welfare of children in the delivery of our international
development programs. We are committed to Safety and the Prevention of Sexual Abuse and Harassment (PSEAH),
and bribery prevention. DT Global is an equal opportunity employer and we encourage women, men, people with
diverse backgrounds and people living with disabilities to apply. This program is funded by the Australian Government
and Managed by DT Global.

Chief Financial Systems Manager, Nauru
Location: Yaren, Nauru

About Australian Aid and DT Global

Australia's development program invests in an open, prosperous and resilient Indo-Pacific. Australia’s efforts contribute
to stability, restarting economies post-pandemic, and managing the effects of resurgent poverty and inequality.

DT Global is an international development management contractor, working across a wide range of sectors and
technical areas in over 90 countries around the world. We are a part of the DT Global family, a network including a for-
profit company, a separate non-profit entity, and a charitable trust, all united behind one mission: to improve as many
lives as possible. DT Global launched in 2019, bringing together AECOM International Development’s Services Sector
and Development Transformations along with their legacy companies. The DT Global family has since expanded further
with the acquisition of IMC Worldwide in March 2022 and Cardno International Development in July 2022. Together, we
bring with us over 60 years of experience, relationships, and technical excellence to better transform lives around the
world on behalf of our partners, clients, and stakeholders.

About the Australia-Pacific Partnerships PlatformThe Australia-Pacific Partnerships Platform is an Australian
Government initiative funded by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and managed by DT Global.

It provides Pacific Island Countries with a suite of flexible, fit-for-purpose options that support broad governance and
stability development outcomes.

About the Partner Organisation

The Ministry of Finance and Sustainable Development (MoF) is an important Government of Nauru agency, mandated
to oversee and coordinate the effective management of public finance and resources. The MoF’s mission is to ensure
that the financial resources of the Republic of Nauru are managed in accordance with the law and are utilised in an
efficient and effective manner.

The Treasury Division manages critical whole of government functions for the Government of Nauru, including fiscal
strategy, budget development and execution, the provision of quality financial information, and financial control and
payment functions. Treasury’s vision is to ensure the Government of Nauru’s public funds are managed in accordance
with the law, in a transparent way that supports accountability, equal treatment, risk mitigation and risk management for
the benefit of all Nauruans.

The Role

The Chief Financial Systems Manager is an in-line position within the Corporate Services Division of the Treasury
Division, Ministry of Finance and Sustainable Development. The Corporate Services Division is responsible for
managing, maintaining and providing quality-controlled financial information to the Ministry and wider government.

The Chief Financial Systems Manager leads the division and is responsible for:

1. Ensuring improved, regular financial reporting to Government
2. Optimising the use and useability of information systems operating within Treasury and other MoF divisions
3. Developing an internal audit capability that monitors financial information accuracy and reliability
4. Building systems and workforce capacity
5. Providing advice on cross cutting issues

This position has been filled by a previous international appointee. The successful candidate will be continuing work
undertaken by the predecessor. During this assignment, it is expected that the Chief Financial Systems Manager makes
significant efforts to enhance the capacity of Nauruan counterparts in order to reduce reliance on international advisers.

Responsibilities and Placement Objectives

The key responsibilities and placement objectives for this position include:

1. Manage the day-to-day operation of the Corporate Services Division
2. Improve and regularise the production of financial reporting requirements and ensure that reports are disseminated within

Government and published as required by the Government
3. Optimise the architecture of the information systems operating within Treasury, the Nauru Revenue Office, and Nauru

Customs Office to ensure that the information systems are reliably available to all users.
4. Support internal audit capability within the Ministry of Finance that monitors and reviews management controls to ensure the

reliability and accuracy of financial information produced by Government.
5. Develop systems and human capacity within the Ministry to undertake Corporate Services Division responsibilities into the

future.
6. Provide advice and guidance on cross-cutting issues

Click on the link or copy paste it to access the Candidate Information Pack, including the full Terms of Reference for this
position: https://bit.ly/3RaAsyz

About You

We are seeking candidates who can demonstrate a high degree of flexibility, resilience and adaptability and a
preparedness to work within limited resources in a challenging environment. This includes the ability to successfully
build and manage relationships with a broad range of stakeholders, including Government officials.

To be successful in this role, you will have a bachelor level or post-graduate qualifications in business, accounting,
finance or a related discipline, or significant experience in business administration, audit, or financial information
systems management. You will have a proven record of achievement in the management and operation of Financial
Management Systems and the provision of financial reports and a demonstrated knowledge of internal audits.

You will be required to demonstrate a strong understanding of, and commitment to Gender Equality, Disability and
Social Inclusion (GEDSI), child protection and the Prevention of Sexual Exploitation Abuse and Harrassment (PSEAH),
anti-corruption and other DFAT safeguarding policies.

The Partnerships Platform is committed to increasing the pool of Pacific Island expertise. Suitably qualified Pacific
Islanders are strongly encouraged to apply for this position.

Selection Criteria

Essential Personal Attributes
Strong interpersonal and communication skills including the ability to communicate complex issues to a wide range of
audiences and a good understanding of cultural sensitivities
High level analytical skills with the ability to demonstrate sound judgement and negotiate to achieve outcomes
Patience, flexibility, creative problem-solving skills, and a commitment to consultation
Essential Qualifications and Experience
Bachelor level degree or post-graduate qualification in computer science, information technology, software development, or
a related discipline
Bachelor level degree or post-graduate qualification in business, accounting, finance or a related discipline, OR significant
experience in business administration, audit, or financial information systems management
Experience in the management and operation of Financial Management Information Systems disseminated information
systems and the provision of financial reports (including TechOne)
Experience in network design and operation including the programming of routers and switches
Demonstrated knowledge of internal audit operations
A commitment to capacity development with experience in a range of different approaches

mailto:recruitment@auspacpartnerships.com.au
https://bit.ly/3RaAsyz


An understanding of and commitment to incorporating cross cutting development issues such as gender, anti-corruption and
disability.

Desirable Qualifications and Experience
Experience living and working in the Pacific region
Experience in a developing country government Treasury or Finance department.

Other information

Please note that due to COVID-19 travel restrictions this position is classified as unaccompanied. Applicants will be
required to reside in Nauru and fly in/fly out arrangements will not be considered. Applicants will need to undergo
psychometric and medical screening prior to deployment. Housing, mobilisation, and demobilisation airfares will be
provided as part of the overall remuneration package.

HOW TO APPLY

We welcome your interest in joining the Australia-Pacific Partnerships Platform as an Adviser. Please ensure you review
the Candidate Information Pack before applying (copy and paste into your browser): https://bit.ly/3e7YQlM

Applications must be submitted by 11:59 pm AEST, Sunday 11 September

Apply Here

Please click the 'Apply Now' button.

Please submit

1) Your CV
2) A cover letter addressing the selection criteria (no more than 250 words per criterion)

Kindly note that applications that do not include a cover letter addressing the key selection criteria will not be
considered.

We welcome and encourage applications from people of all backgrounds and abilities, LGBTQIA+, women, mature age
workers and people with different abilities.

We are happy to make adjustments during the recruitment process for people with a disability. Please contact our
recruitment team via email at recruitment@auspacpartnerships.com.au to discuss how we can support you.

Should this role be of interest, we encourage you to apply as soon as possible. Kindly note only shortlisted applicants
will be contacted.

DT Global is committed to child protection and safeguarding the welfare of children in the delivery of our international
development programs. We are committed to Safety and the Prevention of Sexual Abuse and Harassment (PSEAH),
and bribery prevention. DT Global is an equal opportunity employer and we encourage women, men, people with
diverse backgrounds and people living with disabilities to apply. This program is funded by the Australian Government
and Managed by DT Global.

Senior Policy Officer, Economics

Senior Policy Officer, Economics

Are you passionate about building a strong evidence-base for government policy?

Do you enjoy solving complex problems?

Do you thrive in a dynamic and fast-paced working environment?

Do you want to help achieve the best outcomes for the people and environment of NSW?

If this sounds like you, read on…

The opportunity

We are looking for a motivated individual to deliver high-quality economic advice and support strategically important
government initiatives.

You will use your economics experience to examine complex policy issues that have significant implications for the
environment and people of NSW.

You will support the case for and design our approach to building a robust evidence-base to inform government
decision-making. You will develop business cases, and undertake or oversee economic research and analysis, including
cost-benefit analysis.

You will draw on this evidence base to describe and provide advice on the impact of our proposals. You will deliver
advice suitable for a range of different audiences, including at a senior level, each with varying needs and interests.

Your work will support the NSW Environment Protection Authority’s (EPA’s) commitment to be a world-class regulator.

About the team

The role is in the EPA’s Major Projects and Initiatives Branch. This sits within the EPA’s Regulatory Policy, Initiatives and
Advice Division. We design and deliver innovative policies, projects and strategies.

We lead major projects and initiatives that are highly visible and strategically important. Our work requires agile and
multi-skilled teams capable of delivering on business priorities.

You will be joining a high-performing and passionate team with a proven track record in delivering on the strategic
priorities of the EPA and the NSW Government.

About you

You will ideally possess the following skills and experience:

Experience in applying economic concepts, principles and frameworks to form evidence-based conclusions and to
support or inform the development of government policy and initiatives. 

Experience in policy and strategy development, such as research and analysis to identify and analyse policy issues,
problems and opportunities and develop policy options, preparation of business cases, economic and financial analysis
including cost-benefit analysis, and consultation, implementation, review and evaluation.

Effective communication skills that allow you to clearly convey technical and complex information and analysis in
different ways (verbal, written and visual), appropriate to the audience and its purpose.

Ability to work in an agile manner and deliver within tight timeframes and with careful management of competing
priorities.

Ability to work collaboratively as part of a team, and excellent interpersonal skills.

Please review the Role Description, available on the I work for NSW website (link below) prior to preparing your
application.

Job Title:  Senior Policy Officer, Economics

Job Grade / Classification:  Environment Officer Class 9
Employment Type:  Ongoing full-time
Location: Parramatta

Applications close: 4th September 2022 – 11:55pm

 

For further information, including how to apply, please visit the I work for NSW website:
https://iworkfor.nsw.gov.au/job/senior-policy-officer-economics-343933.

 

https://phf.tbe.taleo.net/phf03/ats/careers/v2/viewRequisition?org=URSAUS%26cws=39%26rid=1419
https://iworkfor.nsw.gov.au/job/senior-policy-officer-economics-343933


 

Consultant, ACIL Allen

Role:    Consultant

Reporting to:      Executive Director, Perth

Duties

Your duties as a consultant are to:
contribute as a member of a project team (under supervision) to all aspects of a consulting engagement including
developing proposals, winning the project, identifying issues, identifying sources of information and data, forming
hypotheses, performing analyses, synthesising data and conclusions into recommendations, preparing the final report, and
presenting the report to the client
work with colleagues to draft proposals to win business from clients
build relationships with consultants across the firm
keep abreast of developments, and develop expertise, in practice areas
 build competencies in accordance with the ACIL Allen competency framework.

Experience and qualifications
1 to 4 years’ experience in economic and/or financial modelling in a consulting, government-funded service, or advisory
environment.
tertiary qualification in a quantitative or economics-based discipline such as Mathematics. Econometrics, Statistics, or
Economics.
advanced level of Microsoft Excel.

Skills and competencies

Business and consulting skills

We expect you to have some experience in:
Client focus and management – making clients and their needs the primary focus of your actions, accurately determining the
scope of client assignments and then effectively managing the client and other stakeholders’ service expectations.
 Policy, industry, sectoral or functional expertise – demonstrating knowledge and expertise in your chosen policy, industry,
sectoral or functional areas.
 Proposal writing and pitching – writing and presenting a compelling and successful proposal that conveys the firm’s
experience, expertise, modelling and intellectual capability.
Project and task management – effectively managing tasks and projects that ensures clear direction, role clarity for others,
optimisation of resources, working within budgets and timeframes, and adapting appropriately to task and project changes
to achieve desired outcomes.
Consulting expertise and insight – researching, capturing, sharing and applying knowledge in a structured and effective way
relevant to consulting engagement needs; identifying and responding to complex situations, relating and comparing data
from different sources, and identifying issues, trends and relationships; and using strategic thinking to anticipate implications
and contingencies, applying both a holistic and abstract approach.
Analysis, tools and methodologies – using analytical thinking in a logical and systematic manner to appropriately process
information; and selecting and using the most appropriate models, tools and methodologies to encourage critical thinking in
complex situations.
Communication and facilitation – effectively conveying the firm’s experience, expertise and intellectual capability through a
broad range of verbal and written communications medium, such as meetings, briefings, presentations and facilitated
workshops; and communicating clearly and effectively with colleagues.
Project reporting – providing frank and fearless advice that fulfils the client’s scope, and supports and influences client
decision making; and effectively conveying the form’s analysis, findings, recommendations and experience through a well-
structured written report, presentation, briefing or alternative media.

We expect you to have an understanding, of:
Business development – effectively marketing the firm to new and existing clients and translating opportunities into winning
work.
Commercial acumen and budget management – managing the profitability of a proposal and a project’s budget, including
scoping, negotiations, pricing, variations, risk, and terms and conditions.

Professional and personal competencies

We expect you to have some experience in:
Professional judgement – operating with professionalism and integrity in all aspects of your role including conduct, adhering
to codes of practice and working in the best interests of the firm and client.
Emotional intelligence – noticing, interpreting and anticipating others’ concerns and feelings, and communicating this
awareness empathetically to others; handling complexity in the operating environment and interacting effectively with others
to achieve the desired outcomes; and demonstrating effective influencing and managing conflict effectively.
Work standards – demonstrating a willingness and capability to meet the work standard expectations of the organisation,
and take ownership and follow through energetically with a plan or task.
Innovation and adaptability – supporting innovation and organisational change initiatives to improve the organisation’s
effectiveness and client experience; and adjusting effectively to deal with ambiguity, new situations, and in a changing work
environment.
Continuous learning and development – proactively investigating new perspectives, approaches and behaviours, and
initiating and planning self-development and demonstrating an effective track record of personal growth.

We expect you to have an understanding of:
Leadership – being a role model for our Vision, Shared Values, Diversity and Inclusion; inspiring respect and confidence
among peers and employees; and motivating others to excel in the pursuit of project, practice area and firm goals.

 Apply by 30 September.  Enquiries to a.moreno@acilallen.com.au 

APPLY NOW
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Senior Economist (EL1)

Classification: Executive Level 1
Salary: $105,366 – $118,522
Location: Canberra - ACT, Sydney - NSW, Brisbane - QLD, Melbourne - VIC, Perth - WA, Adelaide - SA, Darwin - NT,
Hobart - TAS
Employment type: Ongoing

The role:

As a Senior Economist (EL1) in the Economics & Analysis Team you will play a key role in providing research and
insights to help connect Australian businesses to the world and the world to Australian businesses. At this time of
heightened global uncertainty, the role is a pivotal in generating market information and insights to facilitate connections
through our extensive global network.

Our ideal candidate has excellent understanding of economic frameworks and research methods, and is an experienced
communicator.

Experience or qualifications in economics are essential.

This role is located in Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide, and is an ongoing role.

Duties include:

Provide high-quality briefings and publications on issues facing the international and domestic economy, for the Minister,
executive, stakeholders and industry;

Conduct research and economic analysis using internal and public data sources;

Work collaboratively with the team at Austrade, contracted agencies and a range of external stakeholders;

Using data to identify commercial insights for industry.

Eligibility:

Australian citizenship – our successful candidate must be an Australian citizen.

Security clearance – our successful candidate will be subject to a number of vetting processes, including Pre-
Employment Screening prior to appointment.

Contacts

After reading this ‘Information Pack’ should you require additional information you are encouraged to contact Ashley
Brosnan on ashley.brosnan@austrade.gov.au.

For assistance with the online recruitment system please contact the Corporate Support Team on +61 (2) 9392 2222.
Application closing date.

Applications close at 11:30pm, Sunday, 4 September 2022 (AEST).

The Senior Economist (EL1) will:
Have strong knowledge of macro- and micro-economic frameworks, either through formal study, or work experience;
Capability and experience in economic research methods;
Proven ability to establish/maintain successful working relationships with a range of stakeholders;
Experience in publishing and communications related to a business audience;
Write and communicate with clarity, and have the ability to translate economic data into insights to influence government
and business leaders;
Work with the highest levels of attention to detail and integrity by applying rigorous analysis to their work;
An interest in domestic and international economic issues;
Experience in econometric or micro-data research will be highly regarded;
Experience in economic or business focused publications will be highly regarded.
Digital Literacy
Awareness of the digital environment and how to engage with clients in a digital first manner.
The ability to use digital tools to manipulate and visualise data in an engaging manner.
Confidently use digital workplace tools to solve problems, be productive, connect and collaborate with others.

What we need from you:

Tell us in less than 750 words why you are the right person, what you can offer, and how your skills, knowledge,
experience and qualification are relevant to the role.

Try not to duplicate information that can already be found in your resume, but do highlight any specific examples or
achievements that will demonstrate your ability to perform the role.

Please attach a concise resume to your application which clearly outlines your work experience, educational
qualifications and relevant skills.

In the application form you will need to provide the details of two referees who can attest and validate your credentials
and suitability for the role.

Strength in diversity

Austrade is committed to providing a work environment where staff can confidently bring their full selves to work. A truly
diverse agency is one that is capable of retaining a broad talent base while best serving its clients and connecting to its
global network of employees.

The Diversity and Inclusion Strategy sets out how Austrade will continue to build a space where everyone can bring
their perspectives, creativity, and skills to the work of the agency. It is the roadmap for how Austrade will strengthen its
position as an employer of choice.

Given our commitment to diversity and inclusion, Austrade actively encourages applications from people with
disabilities, LGBTIQ people, women, and people with diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds.

We also recognise the richness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and the unique knowledge Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander employees bring to our workplace. As such, we welcome and encourage applications from
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people for vacancies in the agency.

Benefits of working for Austrade:
Feedback from our staff tells us that Austrade is great place to work, benefits include:
Embedded diversity and inclusion employee networks
A high performance culture
Global, flexible and diverse organisation
Generous leave provisions
Competitive remuneration 15.4% superannuation
Supportive working environment.
Want to know more about working at Austrade? Click here.

Chief Economist, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

There is one vacancy. This role can be performed from any of the following ACCC locations Adelaide, Brisbane,
Canberra, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney or Townsville

Specialist Advice and Services Division

mailto:ashley.brosnan@austrade.gov.au
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The Specialist Advice and Services Division (SASD) is the ACCC/AER’s in-house provider of legal, economic,
international, information and data analysis services across the ACCC and AER.

Within the broader Division, the ACCC/AER Legal Service provides in-house legal support across the full range of the
agency’s functions. This includes investigations and litigation, regulation and corporate law. The Economic Group
similarly provides economic advice across the full ACCC’s range of functions.

SASD is made up of three branches: ACCC/AER Legal service, Economics and International, Data and Intelligence.
There is also a group of senior legal and economic advisors who sit outside of the division’s branch structure: General
Counsel, Special Counsel, Litigation Counsel, and Chief Economist.

Role and Duties

The Chief Economist is the principal and authoritative source of advice to the Commission on competition and consumer
economic issues arising in the administration of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and related legislation.

The Chief Economist undertakes activities to:
ensure that sound economic principles are rigorously and consistently applied in the Commission’s decision-making on
competition and related matters;
engage with external stakeholders to improve the understanding of the role of economic analysis in the Commission’s
consideration of competition and related matters.

The Chief Economist:

1. provides specialist, strategic and high-level economic advice to the Commission and Commissioners
2. ensures appropriate systems and frameworks are in place for sound economic principles to be applied rigorously and

consistently in the Commission’s decision-making
3. provides expert economic advice on the conduct of competition and consumer investigations and litigation

mentors and/or advises Principal and Senior Economists in the organisation
4. is an expert economic witness and advise clients on economic evidence to court or tribunal hearings
5. leads engagement with senior internal and external stakeholders, including external economic consultants
6. represents the ACCC at the highest levels in industry and government, nationally and internationally.

For more information about the role including the selection criteria, please go to www.accc.gov.au and navigate to our
Careers page to access the Candidate Kit.

How to apply

When applying you will be asked to upload your resume and submit a statement of claims that is no more than 800
words.

When preparing your statement of claims, please take into consideration the role and duties, and detail instances from
your past that demonstrate how you meet the selection criteria.

Salary: Attractive remuneration commensurate with the role

Contact Officer:

Claire Crawford or Daniel Nicholls

Watermark Search

(02) 9233 1200

search@watermarksearch.com.au

Please quote Ref Number: 69827

This role is available on a full time, part time or job share basis.

 

Manager, Economic Strategy, Engagement and Diversification – Department of Treasury WA

Location: Perth, CBD, WA
Work Type: Permanent Full time or Permanent Part time
Salary Range: PSCSAA 2021, Level 8, $136,296 - $147,609 pa + super
Applications Close: 5 September 2022 at 5pm (WST).

Are you passionate about economics and public policy?

Here is an opportunity to contribute to building a diverse, inclusive, and resilient economy for Western Australia
About Treasury

The Department of Treasury WA supports the government by providing expert financial management and economic
policy advice that promotes the public interest. We achieve this through our effective management of the Western
Australian public sector finances and formulation of the annual State Budget, development of economic and revenue
forecasts and monitoring of the State’s economy and major revenue bases.

About the Role

In this role you will manage the Economic Strategy, Engagement and Diversification team in providing strategic advice
on economic policy issues, leading Treasury’s role in delivering the Government’s economic diversification agenda and
managing Treasury’s external economic engagement program.

This role is responsible for formulating Treasury’s position on strategic economic issues, and supporting whole-of-
government economic diversification initiatives, and other government priorities.

As Manager you will also design and manage Treasury’s formal economic engagement program in conjunction with
other parts of Treasury as well as manage data collection and analysis to identify new areas for economic reform. You
will develop positive and effective collaborative relationships within and across government agencies, and external
stakeholders, to understand economic issues, and drive change.
About you

We are looking for someone who displays Treasury’s Capabilities and values of Solutions Focused, Committed People,
Working Collaboratively and Making a Difference, and who:

is successful in build trusting relationships with a broad range of stakeholders and groups, developing partnerships and
working collaboratively to facilitate outcomes;
is focused on people, with the ability to motivate, empower and build the capability in teams;
is experienced in managing economic policy development, implementation, monitoring, reporting and evaluation; and uses
innovative and engaging approaches to communicate, influence, and shape strategy and policy.

Appointment is based on the applicant’s capacity to undertake the role at the level required and commensurate with
Treasury’s Capability Framework, and this will be assessed throughout the recruitment process.

For further information and how to apply, please visit:

Manager, Economic Strategy, Engagement and Diversification (jobs.wa.gov.au)

Advertising an economics position on the ESA website is a good way to get wide exposure for a role.  If you would like to
advertise a role on the website, please contact our administrator for more information.  There is a small fee of $110 inc
GST.
 
 

Your membership to ESA NSW Branch is valid until
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